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Abstract— Bit commitment is an important tool for construct-
ing zero-knowledge proofs and multi-party computation. Uncon-
ditionally secure bit commitment can be based, in particular, on
noisy channel or correlation where noise considered a valuable
resource. Recently, Winter, Nascimento and Imai introduced the
concept of commitment capacity, the maximal ratio between
the length of a string which the sender commits to and the
number of times the noisy channel/correlation is used. They also
proved that for any discrete memoryless channel there exists a
secure protocol achieving its commitment capacity however, no
particular construction was given. Solving their open question,
we provide an efficient protocol for achieving the commitment
capacity of discrete memoryless systems (noisy channels and
correlations).

I. INTRODUCTION

Commitment schemes were introduce by Blum in [3].

A bit commitment (BC) scheme is a tool for transmitting an

evidence about a piece of information without revealing the

information itself.

Bit commitment scheme consists of two phases commit and

reveal executed by two parties, a sender (or committer) Alice,

and a receiver Bob. First, Alice and Bob execute the commit

phase that results in Bob holding an evidence of A’s input

value a. Ideally, the receiver should learn no information about

a from this. Later, Alice and Bob may execute the opening

phase after which Bob outputs “accept”, or “reject”. Note that

in principle, the opening phase may never happen. Formally,

the ideal commitment scheme must satisfy the following

properties:

• Concealing: If Alice is honest, then committing to a
reveals no information about a to Bob.

• Binding: If the receiver Bob is honest, then he always

accepts with some value which is exactly the same that

the honest Alice decides to commit to. Furthermore, Alice

cannot open the commitment such that Bob accepts a

different value.

• Soundness: If both parties behave honestly, then Bob

always accepts.

Commitment schemes are essential in the construction of a

number of cryptographic protocols. General zero-knowledge

proofs and arguments of [10] and [4] as well as multi-

party computations of [6] and [11] are based on commitment

schemes. In the computational model, it is possible to build the

bit commitment schemes which are unconditionally binding

and computationally concealing (see, e.g., [15]). At the same

time, there also exist the schemes (see, e.g., [6]) which

are unconditionally concealing and computationally binding.

Computational security involves an assumption that some

problem is intractable for adversaries whose computational

power is assumed to be polynomial. In the unconditional (or

information theoretic) security model, adversaries are allowed

unlimited computing power. We shall demand unconditional

security for both Alice and Bob.

However, it is impossible to construct a commitment which

is both unconditionally binding and hiding, and based on

noiseless communications without any additional assumption.

The intuitive reason is the so-called symmetry condition on

what participants know about each other’s data. Since both

parties possess the entire transcript of the conversations that

has taken place between them, in a two-party case, Alice can

determine exactly what Bob knows about Alice’s data, and

the same holds for Bob. One of the methods to break the

symmetry condition was presented by Crépeau and Kilian in

[7] and later developed by Crépeau in [5]. Their idea was to

construct BC based on noisy channels. In [7], a reduction of

oblivious transfer to binary symmetric channel was presented,

while oblivious transfer, in turn, implies BC according to [3].

In [5], there was introduced a bit commitment protocol which

was based directly on binary symmetric channel. Finally, a BC

scheme based on a weaker (and more realistic) assumption of

unfair noisy channel (where the parties have partial control

over the randomness introduced by the channel) was presented

by Damgård, Kilian and Salvail in [9]. Recently, Winter,

Nascimento and Imai [17] introduced a concept of commitment
capacity, which is a ratio between the length of the string
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Alice commits to and the number of times the noisy channel

is used when performing the protocol. Commitment capacity

of a discrete memoryless channel appeared to be equal to

the equivocation of the channel after its trivial redundancy

is removed [17].

A protocol proposed in [17] is non-interactive, but their

scheme is a non-constructive one, that is, only existence of a

protocol achieving the commitment capacity was proved. Here,

we show that if interaction is permitted in the commit phase

then we obtain efficient optimal protocols. In other words, we

show a protocol which efficiently achieves the commitment

capacity of discrete memoryless systems (channels and cor-

relations). By allowing interaction during the commit phase

and using universal hash functions [8], we obtain a protocol

with security failure probabilities decreasing exponentially

fast in a security parameter which is a number of noisy

system invocations. The protocol [5] is also interactive but our

possibility result extends to any discrete memoryless system,

besides, we point out that universal hash functions are enough,

we do not need in addition a random linear code as in [5].

Our protocol is inspired by the scheme proposed in [9], a

similar protocol was also sketched in [18] but no analysis was

provided.

We use a security model and definitions first introduced

in [17]. It is also worth noting that our proof of optimality for

the efficient protocol, although going along the lines of [17],

is simpler than the former one.

This paper is organized as follows, in Section II we review

the security model and basic definitions. Our protocol and its

security proof is presented in Section III. A proof of optimality

for this protocol is introduced in Section IV. In Section V, we

discuss our results and open questions.

II. MODEL

We review here the model proposed in [17]. The sender

Alice wants to commit to a message a from a certain set

A. A commitment scheme consists of two stages: first the

commit phase, in which Alice (based on a) and Bob exchange

messages, according to the protocol. This will leave Bob with

a record (usually called a view), to be used in the second stage,

the reveal phase. This consists of Alice disclosing a and other

relevant information to Bob. Bob performs a test on all his

recorded data which accepts if Alice followed the protocol

and disclosed the correct information in the second stage, and

rejects if cheating is discovered.

In order to be useful, such a scheme has to fulfill three

aforementioned requirements: it must be concealing, sound

and binding. For unconditional security setting, the first prop-

erty means that after the commit phase Bob has a negligible

information about a (i.e., even though Alice has committed

herself to something by the communications to Bob, this

commitment remains secret), and this has to hold even if Bob

does not follow the protocol, while Alice does. From here

on, by saying “negligible”, we mean exponentially small in

some security parameter. At the same time, by saying that

something holds “with high probability”, we mean that it

is true except with probability negligible in some security

parameter. Soundness implies that if both parties behave

according to the protocol, Bob’s test will accept with high

probability after the reveal phase. The protocol to be binding

means that Bob’s test is such that whatever Alice did in the

commit phase (with Bob following the rules) there is only at

most one a she can “reveal” which passes Bob’s test with high

probability.

In our present consideration there is an unlimited bidirec-

tional noiseless channel available between Alice and Bob,

and in addition a discrete memoryless noisy channel W :
X → Z from Alice to Bob, which may be used n times:

on input xn = x1 . . . xn, the output distribution on Zn is

Wn
xn = Wx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Wxn .

Definition 1: The channel W is called non–redundant, if

none of its output distributions is a convex combination of its

other output distributions:

∀y∀P s.t. P (y) �= 0 Wy �=
∑

x

P (x)Wx,

where x, y ∈ X , P is a probability distribution. In geometric

terms, this means that all distributions Wx are distinct extremal

points of the polytope W = conv {Wx : x ∈ X}, the convex

hull of the output distributions within the probability simplex

over Z . Clearly, we can make W into a non–redundant channel

W̃ by removing all input symbols x whose output distribution

Wx is not extremal. The old channel can be simulated by

the new one, because by feeding it distributions over input

symbols one can generate the output distributions of the

removed symbols.

The channel W is called trivial, if after making it non–

redundant its output distributions have mutually disjoint sup-

port. This means that from the output one can infer the input

with certainty.

With this we can pass to a formal definition of a protocol:

this, consisting of the named two stages, involves creation

on Alice’s side of either messages intended for the noiseless

channel, or inputs to the noisy channel, based on previous

messages received from Bob via the noiseless channel, which

themselves are based on data received before, etc. Both agents

may employ probabilistic choices, which we model by Alice

and Bob each using a random variable, M and N , respectively.

This allows them to use deterministic functions in the protocol.

Note that this makes all messages sent and received into well-

defined random variables, dependent on a.

Commit Phase: The protocol goes for r rounds of Alice–to–

Bob and Bob–to–Alice noiseless communications Uj and Vj .

After round ri (r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rn ≤ r) Alice will also send a

symbol Xi down the noisy channel W , which Bob receives

as Zi. Setting r0 = 0 and rn+1 = r:

Round ri + k (1 ≤ k ≤ ri+1 − ri): Alice sends Uri+k =
fri+k

(
a,M, V ri+k−1

)
noiselessly. Bob answers Vri+k =

gri+k

(
Zi, N, Uri+k

)
, also noiselessly. After round ri and

before round ri + 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n), Alice sends Xi =
Fi

(
a,M, V ri

)
, which Bob receives as Zi = W (Xi).
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Reveal Phase: A similar procedure as the commit phase, but

without the noisy channel uses, including Alice’s sending a
to Bob. At the end of the exchange, Bob performs a test

as to whether to accept Alice’s behavior or not. It is easy

to see that this procedure can be simulated by Alice simply

telling Bob a and M , after which Bob performs his test

β
(
Zn, N, Ur; a, M

) ∈ {ACC,REJ}, i.e., requiring Alice to

reveal M and a makes cheating for her only more difficult.

Now, the mathematical form of the conditions for conceal-

ing as well as for soundness and binding is the following: we

call the above protocol ε–concealing if for any two messages

a, a′ ∈ A and any behavior of Bob during the commit phase,

1
2

∥∥Distra(ZnNUr) − Distra′(ZnNUr)
∥∥

1
≤ ε, (A)

where Distra(ZnNUr) is the distribution of the random

variables ZnNUr after completion of the commit phase which

Alice entered with the message a and the randomness M , and

with the �1–norm ‖ · ‖1; the left side of the above inequality

is in fact identical to the total variational distance between

the distributions. This is certainly the strongest requirement

one could wish for: it says that no statistical test of Bob

immediately after the commit phase can distinguish between a
and a′ with probability larger than ε. Note that V r is a function

of ZnNUr, and hence could be left out in Equation (A).

Assuming any probability distribution on the messages, a is

the value of a random variable A, and it is jointly distributed

with all other variables of the protocol. Then for ε ≤ 1/4 and

any possible Bob’s strategy,

I
(
A; ZnNUr

) ≤ ε′ = 2H(2ε, 1 − 2ε) + 8ε log |A|, (A’)

where I(X;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(XY ) is the mutual

information between X and Y , H(X) is the entropy of X , and

H(p, 1− p) is a binary entropy, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 [16]. Equation A’

follows from Equation A according to [1]. All exponents and

logarithms in this paper are always to basis 2 unless otherwise

stated.

We call the protocol δ–sound and –binding (δ–binding for

short), if for Alice and Bob following the protocol, for all

a ∈ A,

Pr
{
β
(
ZnNUr; aM

)
= ACC

} ≥ 1 − δ, (B1)

and, whatever Alice does during the commit phase, governed

by a random variable S with values σ (which determines

the distribution of ZnNUr), for all A = a(S, V r), A′ =
a′(S, V r), M̃ = µ(S, V r) and M̃ ′ = µ′(S, V r) such that

A �= A′ with probability 1,

Pr
{

β
(
ZnNUr;AM̃

)
= ACC ∧ β

(
ZnNUr;A′M̃ ′)
= ACC

}
≤ δ. (B2)

Note that by convexity the cheating attempt of Alice is

w.l.o.g. deterministic, which is to say that S takes on only one

value σ with non-zero probability, hence Pr{S = σ} = 1.

Definition 2: We call 1
n log |A| the (commitment) rate of

the protocol. A rate R is said to be achievable if there exist

commitment protocols for every n with rates converging to

R, which are ε-concealing and δ–binding with ε, δ → 0
as n → ∞. Observe that our definitions are such that with

a rate R any smaller rate is also achievable. The commitment
capacity Ccom(W ) of W is the supremum of all achievable

rates.

III. MAIN RESULT

We present here our protocol and argue its security.

Commit Phase
1) Alice chooses a random string r1, . . . , rn of dimension

n belonging to the input alphabet of the channel and

sends it to Bob over the noisy channel W .

2) After receiving the string r′1, . . . , r
′
n, where r′i = W (ri),

Bob chooses a set S at random, S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n},

|S| = ηn, η > 0, s.t. ηn is an integer and all the elements

of S are distinct. Bob then sends the set S to Alice over

the noiseless channel.

3) Denote the jth element of S by S(j). After receiving S,

Alice computes the row vector r̄ = [rS(1), . . . , rS(ηn)].
She sends r̄ to Bob over the noiseless channel.

4) Alice selects a two-universal hash function

V : X → {0, 1}n(H(X|Z)−ε′−η), where H(X|Z) is

the equivocation of W and ε′ is some positive

constant less than 1; an 1-to-1 invertible mapping

π: A → {0, 1}n(H(X|Z)−ε′−η) and computes

com(a) = π(a) ⊕ V (r1, . . . , rn) where a ∈ A is

the string she wants to commit to and “⊕” is a bitwise

XOR. Then Alice announces V, π, com(a) to Bob over

the noiseless channel.

Reveal Phase
1) Alice announces r1, . . . , rn to Bob over the noiseless

channel. The Bob checks:

a) if r1, . . . , rn and r′1, . . . , r
′
n are jointly typical w.r.t.

Wn
r1,...,rn

,

b) if for all i ∈ S : r̄(i) = ri and,

c) if a = π−1
(
com(a) ⊕ V (r1, . . . , rn)

)
.

If all tests pass successfully then Bob accepts and

outputs a, otherwise rejects.

Remark 3: Note that this protocol achieves the rate

H(X|Z) according to Definition 2 as the size of A could

be at most n(H(X|Z)− ε′ − η) due to the conditions in Step

4 of the commit phase, but ε and η are constants independent

of n.

Remark 4: This protocol can be easily generalized to be

based on noisy correlations using methods similar to the ones

presented in [17]. The details on this will appear in the full

version of this paper.

Let us now argue the security of our protocol.

Proposition 5: The above commitment scheme is

ε-concealing and δ- sound and binding with ε and δ
negligible in n.
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Proof sketch. Soundness follows straightforwardly from the

Chernoff bound by the argument similar to the proof of

Proposition 7 in [17].

The concealing property follows from the privacy amplifi-

cation result of [2] (known in the theory of computation as

left-over hash lemma [12]). We shall use the formulation of

this result taken from [14]:

Lemma 6: Let X be a random variable with range X , and

let V be the random variable corresponding to the random

choice according to the uniform distribution, of a function out

of a universal class of functions mapping X to {0, 1}m. Then

H(V (X)|X) ≥ m − 2m−H2(X)/ ln 2, where H2(·) denotes

Rényi entropy.

We are in the scenario of Lemma 6 with m = n(H(X|Z)−
ε′ − η) where X and Z are random variables describing

r1, . . . , rn and r′1, . . . , r
′
n, respectively. In the paper, we con-

sider only asymptotic case: n → ∞, therefore H2(X) ≥
H(X). By observing that from Bob’s point of view before

the open phase take place, H(X) = n(H(X|Y ) − η), we

conclude that the protocol is indeed concealing. Namely, the

information that Bob receives before the revealing phase in

exponentially small in n, and therefore Bob’s probability ε to

learn a before the reveal phase is negligible in n.

The binding property can be shown using Lemma 2 from the

Appendix of [17]. This interpretation of the Chernoff bound

implies the following: suppose that Alice sends a word xn

down a discrete memoryless channel and Bob receives yn but

later Alice reveals the word zn such that dH(xn, zn) ≥ σn,

σ > 0. Then, the probability that yn and zn are jointly typical

is negligible in n. This lemma also implies that in order

to cheat successfully with a non-negligible probability, Alice

must reveal a word belonging to the n-dimensional Hamming

sphere centered in xn with a radius proportional to
√

n, then

she can pass the test (a) in the revealing phase. At the same

time, she must also be consistent with the string r̄ in order

to pass the test (b). However, her probability δ to succeed

is negligible as it is the probability that in such Hamming

sphere, there exist two sequences with same ηn randomly

chosen symbols. Clearly this probability is proportional to

2O(√n)/2O(n) which is negligible in n. �

Remark 7: Note that our protocol is efficient in the sense

that, first, it requires only O(n) invocations of the noisy

channel and, second, honest players perform computation

which complexity is linear in n.

For the sake of being precise, we also note that our protocol

requires O(n2) communication complexity when counting

together with noiseless communications as this is the size of

the description of the used universal hash functions. However,

as we pointed in the introduction, we consider only the genuine

noise as an valuable resource, we only caring about the noisy

channel usage.

IV. UPPER BOUNDING THE ACHIEVABLE RATE

Here, we present a simpler (compared to [17]) proof of

the fact that the commitment capacity of a noisy chan-

nel/correlation is essentially equal to its equivocation.

We assume that W is non–redundant. We shall prove the

following assertion, assuming a uniformly distributed variable

A taking values on the set A of messages.

Proposition 8: Consider an ε–concealing and δ–binding

commitment protocol with n uses of W . Then, for δ ≤ 1/6
and ε ≤ 1/4,

(1 − 3δ − 8ε) log |A|
≤ 3 + n max{H(X|Z) : Distr(Z|X) = W} (1)

The key, as it turns out, of its proof, is the insight that in the

commitment protocol, should it be concealing and binding,

Xn together with Bob’s view of the commit phase (essentially)

determine A. In the more general formulation we permitted in

Section II, we prove:

H(A|ZnNUr Xn) ≤ δ′ = H (3δ, 1 − 3δ) + 3δ log |A|. (B’)

Intuitively, this means that with the items Alice entered

into the commit phase of the protocol and those which are

accessible to Bob, not too many values of A should be

consistent — otherwise Alice had a way to cheat. In a sense

this is just the symmetry condition: with only a noiseless

channel, any binding commitment cannot be concealing at

all. More rigorously, consider the following simulation of the

general commitment protocol using the noisy channel by only

noiseless communication, and with an honest but curious Bob:

whenever the channel W has to be used, Alice sends the

input Xi via the noiseless channel, and Bob simulates the

effect of W by local randomness. If the original protocol

resulted in a δ–binding commitment, the modified one must

have the same property. But since the latter uses only noiseless

communication, it must be almost non–concealing. Namely,

we have

Proposition 9: Consider a δ–binding commitment of uni-

form A ∈ A based only on noiseless message exchange:

formally, let Ũ be Alice’s communication, Ṽ Bob’s and M ,

N Alice’s and Bob’s private randomness such that all their

actions in the multi–round interactive commit phase depend

deterministically on their private randomness and all previous

communications.

Then Bob has an estimator Â = Â
(
ŨNṼ

)
with the

property that Pr{A �= Â} ≤ 3δ.

With Fano’s inequality, this immediately proves eq. (B’).

Proof sketch of Proposition 9. First, consider the following

cheating attempt by Alice: she behaves exactly according

to the protocol in the commit phase, which leaves her and

Bob with the random variables AMŨ and NṼ , respectively.

Then, in the reveal phase, she generates a sample N ′ from

the distribution N |AMŨṼ (i.e., of Bob’s private randomness

conditioned on all the other data, which are indeed available

to Alice). Then she picks ÂM̂ maximizing

Pr
N ′

{
β(N ′Ũ ; ÂM̂) = ACC

}
,

breaking ties in some arbitrarily determined way. By its

definition,

Pr{β(NŨ ; ÂM̂) = ACC} ≥ 1 − δ, (2)
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since one could choose ÂM̂ = AM , and noting that the

distribution of AMŨNṼ equals that of AMŨN ′Ṽ .

Of course, this Â may coincide with A occasionally, so let

us define

Ã :=

{
Â if Â �= A,

A′ if Â = A,

where A′ is different from A with probability 1. Note that this

modification makes also Ã �= A with probability 1.

Now, we get from eqs. (2) and (B1) on the one hand, and

(B2) on the other,

Pr
{
β(NŨ ; ÂM̂) = ACC & β(NŨ ; AM) = ACC

}
≥ 1 − 2δ,

Pr
{
β(NŨ ; ÃM̂) = ACC & β(NŨ ; AM) = ACC

} ≤ δ.

This of course can only mean that

Pr{Â = A} = Pr{Â �= Ã} ≥ 1 − 3δ.

Now only observe that ÂM̂ can be sampled by Bob: he,

seeing ŨNṼ in the commit phase, can pick ÂM̂ such as to

maximize

Pr
N

{
β(NŨ ; ÂM̂) = ACC

}
.

By the above arguments, this maximum likelihood decoder

will yield Â = A with probability at least 1 − 3δ. �

Armed with eq. (B’), we can proceed to the

Proof sketch of Proposition 8. We can successively estimate,

H(Xn|Zn) ≥ H(Xn|ZnNUr)
= H(AXn|ZnNUr) − H(A|ZnNUr Xn)
≥ H(A|ZnNUr) − H(A|ZnNUr Xn)
≥ H(A|ZnNUr) − δ′

= H(A) − I(A ∧ ZnNUr) − δ′

≥ H(A) − ε′ − δ′,

using eq. (B’) in the fourth, eq. (A’) in the sixth line. On

the other hand, subadditivity and the conditioning inequality

imply

H(Xn|Zn) ≤
n∑

k=1

H(Xk|Zk),

yielding the claim, because H(A) = log |A| and recalling

ε′ ≤ 2 + 8ε log |A|, by eq. (A’), and δ′ ≤ 1 + 3δ log |A|, by

eq. (B’). �

Note that for the proofs of the above propositions we consid-

ered only a very weak attempt of Alice to cheat: she behaves

according to the protocol during the commit phase, and only

at the reveal stage she tries to be inconsistent. Similarly, our

concealingness condition considered only passive attempts to

cheat by Bob, i.e., he follows exactly the protocol, and tries

to extract information about A only by looking at his view of

the exchange.

Thus, even in the model of passive cheating of Alice during

the commit phase, which is less restrictive than our definition

in Section II, we obtain the upper bound of proposition 8.

Now, Proposition 5, Remarks 3, 4 and 7 and Proposition 8

yield the following.

Corollary 10: The protocol of Section III provides us with

a family of efficient bit commitment schemes achieving the

commitment capacity of discrete memoryless channels and

correlations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that allowing interaction permits us to build

an efficient bit commitment scheme achieving the commit-

ment capacity from an i.i.d. samples of a non-trivial discrete

memoryless system (noisy channel or correlation). In the full

version of this paper, we will attack the problem of obtaining

a commitment scheme from general correlations, not neces-

sarily i.i.d. Constructing an efficient bit commitment from a

continuous channel (e.g., the Gaussian channel) remains still

open.
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